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Abstract
A bio-inspired language is presented. Its terms are processes enclosed into boxes with typed interaction sites. The main feature of
the formalism lays in the fact that the key-lock communication mechanism typically adopted by process calculi is partially relaxed
in favour of a paradigm driven by a (parametric) notion of compatibility of interaction types.
Two simple modelling examples are reported: one inspired by the immune system, and the other by web services. These examples
show that embedding compatibility into the communication paradigm may be helpful for the specification of both biological and
information technology scenarios.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We present Beta-binders [1], a language in the process calculi style which was originally designed to model biological
interactions. Indeed, some researchers [2] argue that concurrency theory and process calculi can be particularly useful
to specify the living matter and its behaviour, and various description languages have been defined to this purpose (see,
e.g., [3,4,5,6]). Two fundamental intuitions are shared by all of these proposals:
(1) molecules can be abstracted as processes;
(2) molecular interactions can be modelled as communications.
Implicitly, a key-lock model of communication is assumed, namely a precise matching between an input and an
output over a given channel is always required. Referring for simplicity to Fig. 1, under the key-lock assumption only
interaction (a) is enabled, while (b) is not. This is so because, in the first case, the interfaces of the two components 1
and 2 match exactly, while those of the components 1 and 3 do not. In many cases, however, biology does not follow
a two values logic and reactions like those drawn in (b) are indeed quite common [7].
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Fig. 1. Key-lock interaction (a) and ‘relaxed key-lock’ interaction (b).
Beta-binders partially departs from the key-lock interpretation of communication and lets interaction depend on
a notion of compatibility of the involved parties. In particular, processes are encapsulated into boxes with typed
interfaces. Types represent the interaction capabilities of the box. The essence of communication between boxes can
then be summarised as follows:
boxes have to be ready to perform complementary actions (input/output) over one of their interfaces, and the
types of the involved interfaces have to be compatible.
In this way, whichever notion of type compatibility is assumed, the communication ability of boxes is mainly
determined by the types of their interfaces rather than by the actual naming of the relevant input and output actions.
We claim that this interpretation of communication, which was inspired by biological considerations, can be useful
in modelling scenarios coming from fields orthogonal to life sciences. Indeed, we believe that the notions of types
for box interfaces and of type compatibility can be suitably instantiated to span over the representation of a class of
possible scenarios.
In this work we focus on two simple examples: one from biology and the other from information technology. In the
first case, box types are strings and we show how typed communication can be used to naturally render interactions
depending on structural and chemical complementarity of molecules. The second example is a simple case study in the
realm of web services applications. In this case, box types are textual representations of parse trees for XML terms, and
Beta-binders specifications are checked against the possibility of providing executable models for testing web services
choreography.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents Beta-binders and its operational semantics. In
Section 3, a few notions about the immune system are presented, together with the basics of the so-called “shape
spaces theory” for biological interactions [8]. Then Beta-binders interaction types are instantiated to present the
specification of a simple immunological phenomenon. In Section 4, we first provide a general description of web
service choreography, and then comment, via an example, on the usefulness of typed communications in this specific
context. Section 5 concludes the paper with some final remarks.
2. Beta-binders
In this section we present Beta-binders, a formalism which was originally defined in [1] to model biological
scenarios. Beta-binders builds on the intuition that biological entities have an internal process unit and an interface
exposed to the external environment. For instance, proteins are complex biological structures with an internal backbone
and interfaces, the so-called motifs, for interaction with other biological entities. Analogously, a cell has an internal
complex structure that communicates with the external environment through transmembrane proteins. This abstract
interpretation of cells may be quite limited when one is studying a single cell. It is acceptable, however, in the study of
cellular populations, like, e.g., in immunology [7]. Furthermore, the computations of the internal process unit shows a
high degree of parallelism. So, it is not surprising that techniques from concurrency theory can be used for representing
the structural changes of the living matter.
Beta-binders makes concrete the above intuition by encapsulating π -calculus processes [9,10] into boxes with
interaction capabilities. As in the π -calculus, the existence of a countably infinite set of names is assumed. Also, a
special class of binders, called beta binders, is introduced. Each binder characterises an interaction site by means of
an identifier and an associated type. To get a parametric definition of the formalism, the actual domain of types is left
unspecified. A requirement is set, however, on possible instances of such domain: given two types it must be decidable
whether they are compatible or not.
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Definition 2.1. An elementary beta binder has either the form β(x, ) or the form βh(x, ), where
• the name x is the subject of the binder, and
•  is the type of x and it is assumed to range over a domain T . The domain can be arbitrarily instantiated under the pro-
viso that a symmetric compatibility relation is also defined, and that the predicate comp : T × T → {true, false},
which returns true iff its argument types are compatible, is decidable.
Intuitively, the elementary beta binder β(x, ) represents an active (potentially interacting) site of the box. A
binder that has been hidden to prevent interactions is represented as βh(x, ). We use β+ to range over {β, βh}, and
,1, . . . , , 1, . . . to range over site types.
Definition 2.2. Composite beta binders are generated by the following grammar:
B ::= β(x, ) | βh(x, ) | β(x, )B | βh(x, )B
The set of composite beta binders is denoted by B.
A composite beta binder is said to be well-formed when the subjects of its elementary components are all distinct.
The set of the subjects of all the elementary beta binders in B is denoted by sub(B), and we write B = B1B2 to
mean that B is the beta binder given by the juxtaposition of B1 and B2.
The meta-variables B∗,B∗1,B∗2, . . . stay for either a beta binder or the empty string. The above notation for the
subject function and for juxtaposition is extended to these meta variables in the natural way.
Internal process units are modelled by π -calculus processes extended with a few operators for handling box
interfaces.
Definition 2.3. A pi-process is defined by the following grammar:
P ::= nil | x(w). P | xy. P | P | P | νy P | !P |
expose(x, ) . P | hide(x) . P | unhide(x) . P
The set of pi-processes is denoted by P .
The pi-process nil, as well as the input and output prefixes, and the operators for parallel composition, restriction
and replication, have the same meaning as in π -calculus. The prefixes expose, hide and unhide are meant to change
the external structure of the box and will be further commented on when the operational semantics of Beta-binders is
presented.
The usual definitions of free names, of bound names, and of name substitution are extended by stipulating that
expose(x, ) . P is a binder for x in P .
Definition 2.4. Processes (ranged over by B,B1, . . .) are defined by the following grammar:
B ::= Nil | B[ P ] | B ‖ B
where Nil is the deadlocked process, B[ P ] denotes the pi-process P enclosed in a box with interaction capabilities
B, and B1 ‖ B2 is the parallel composition of B1 and B2.
When in the above grammar B is taken to be well-formed, the generated process B is said to be well-formed.
Beta-binders is also equipped with an intuitive graphical representation. For instance, the process
β(x1, 1) [ P ] ‖ β(x2, 2) [ Q ] ‖ β(x3, 3) β(x4, 4) [ R ]
is depicted as
P
x1 : 1
Q
x2 : 2
R
x3 : 3 x4 : 4
where the three parallel boxes have interaction capabilities x1 : 1, x2 : 2, and x3 : 3, x4 : 4, respectively.
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2.1. Operational semantics
The operational semantics for Beta-binders makes use of both a structural congruence over pi-processes and a struc-
tural congruence over boxes. We overload the symbol ≡ to denote both congruences and let the context disambiguate
the intended relation. The needed structural congruences are the smallest relations satisfying the laws in Table 1.
The laws of structural congruence over pi-processes are the typical π -calculus axioms. The meaning of the other
laws is as follows. The first axiom states that the structural congruence of internal pi-processes is reflected at the level
of boxes. The second law declares that the actual ordering of elementary beta binders within a composite binder is
irrelevant. The third law states that the subject of elementary beta binders can be refreshed under the proviso that name
clashes in the internal process are avoided and that well-formedness of binders is preserved. Eventually, the monoidal
axioms for the parallel composition of processes come.
The reduction relation describing the operational semantics of Beta-binders is defined by the axioms and rules
collected in Table 2. In those rules we write u˜ as a shorthand for the tuple u1 . . . un of names, and νu˜ for νu1 . . . νun .
Also, with a slight abuse of notation, we sometime read tuples as sets.
The operational semantics displayed in Table 2 is parametric w.r.t. the definition of (one or more instances of) the
functions fjoin and fsplit . These functions, which are both required to be computable, are meant to leave the user free
to choose different strategies for merging and splitting boxes.
Definition 2.5. Let the set of name substitutions be denoted by , and assume that the following computable functions
are given:
fjoin : B × B × P × P → B ×  × ;
fsplit : B × P × P → B × B ×  × .
Then
• resjoin(B1,B2, P1, P2) = (B, σ1, σ2) iff fjoin is defined in (B1,B2, P1, P2) and fjoin(B1,B2, P1, P2) =
(B, σ1, σ2) with B well-formed;
• ressplit (B, P1, P2) = (B1,B2, σ1, σ2) iff fsplit is defined in (B, P1, P2) and fsplit (B, P1, P2) = (B1,B2, σ1, σ2)
with B1 and B2 both well-formed.
The axiom intra concerns communications between pi-processes within the same box. The axiom reads as follows.
If the internal process is structurally equivalent to νu˜ (x(w). P1 | xz. P2 | P3), then the box can perform a reduction
leading to a process with unchanged external interface and with internal process νu˜ (P1{z/w} | P2 | P3).
The axiom inter is where the compatibility relation introduced in Definition 2.1 comes into play: boxes with
complementary internal actions (input/output) can interact over sites with compatible types. In [1], a simple typing
policy for interaction sites was taken, together with a basic notion of compatibility of types. There, types were just
sets of names and compatibility amounted to not being disjoint. In this presentation, we prefer to leave the issue
under-specified. Indeed, as it will be clear in the following, different typing policies and notions of compatibility may
be adopted correspondingly to distinct modelling needs.
Table 1
Structural congruences
P1 ≡ P2 if P1 and P2 are α − equivalent
P | nil ≡ P, P1 | P2 ≡ P2 | P1, P1 | (P2 | P3) ≡ (P1 | P2) | P3
νz nil ≡ nil, νz νw P ≡ νw νz P, νz (P1 | P2) ≡ P1 | νz P2 provided z ∈ fnP1
!P ≡ P | !P
B[ P1 ] ≡ B[ P2 ] provided P1 ≡ P2
B1B2[ P ] ≡ B2B1[ P ]
B ≡ B ′ if (B = B∗β+(x : )[ P ] ‖ B3 and B ′ = B∗β+(y : )[ P {y/x} ] ‖ B3) or
(B ′ = B∗β+(x : )[ P ] ‖ B3 and B = B∗β+(y : )[ P {y/x} ] ‖ B3)
with y fresh in P and in sub(B∗)
B ‖ Nil ≡ B, B1 ‖ B2 ≡ B2 ‖ B1, B1 ‖ (B2 ‖ B3) ≡ (B1 ‖ B2) ‖ B3
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Table 2
Reduction semantics
(intra)
P ≡ νu˜ (x(w). P1 | xz. P2 | P3)
B[ P ] −→ B[ νu˜ (P1{z/w} | P2 | P3) ]
(inter)
P ≡ νu˜ (x(w). P1 | P2) Q ≡ νv˜ (yz.Q1 | Q2)
β(x, )B∗1[ P ] ‖ β(y, )B∗2[ Q ] −→ β(x, )B∗1[ P ′ ] ‖ β(y, )B∗2[ Q′ ]
where P ′ = νu˜ (P1{z/w} | P2) and Q′ = νv˜ (Q1 | Q2)
provided comp(,) and x, z /∈ u˜ and y, z /∈ v˜
(expose)
P ≡ νu˜ (expose(x, ) . P1 | P2)
B[ P ] −→ B β(y, ) [ νu˜ (P1{y/x} | P2) ]
provided y /∈ u˜ and y /∈ sub(B)
(hide)
P ≡ νu˜ (hide(x) . P1 | P2)
B∗ β(x, ) [ P ] −→ B∗ βh(x, ) [ νu˜ (P1 | P2) ]
provided x /∈ u˜
(unhide)
P ≡ νu˜ (unhide(x) . P1 | P2)
B∗ βh(x, ) [ P ] −→ B∗ β(x, ) [ νu˜ (P1 | P2) ]
provided x /∈ u˜
(join)
resjoin(B1,B2, P1, P2) = (B, σ1, σ2)
B1[ P1 ] ‖ B2[ P2 ] −→ B[ P1σ1 | P2σ2 ]
(split)
ressplit (B, P1, P2) = (B1,B2, σ1, σ2)
B[ P1 | P2 ] −→ B1[ P1σ1 ] ‖ B2[ P2σ2 ]
(redex)
B −→ B ′
B ‖ B ′′ −→ B ′ ‖ B ′′
(struct)
B ≡ B1 B1 −→ B2 B2 ≡ B ′
B −→ B ′
Notice that, whichever notion of type compatibility is assumed, the communication ability is only determined by
the types of the involved beta binders and not by their subjects. Information flow from the box containing the process
which exhibits the output prefix to the box enclosing the process that performs the input action. Also observe that the
communicated name z is required to be free. This definition of the axiom inter corresponds to considering the borders
of the box as the farthest limit that restricted names can reach. This, in turn, is in line with the design principles of the
language which considers boxes as first class scope delimiters: Boxes can be joined or split, no restriction operator is
provided at the level of boxes, and scope extrusion is allowed only within the same box.
The axiom expose is used to add a new binder to a box. The name x declared in the prefix expose(x, ) is a
placeholder which can be renamed to avoid clashes with the subjects of the other binders of the containing box.
The axiom hide forces a binder to become hidden. When made invisible, a beta binder named x is graphically
represented by xh. The unhide prefix, dual to hide, makes visible a hidden binder.
The rule join is actually an axiom schema. It models different ways of merging boxes depending on the specific
definition(s) of fjoin which is required to be a computable function. When applying the join rule, the actual interface of
the process resulting from the aggregation, as well as the possible renaming of the enclosed pi-processes, is determined
by fjoin.
The axiom schema split rules the splitting of boxes in two parts, each of them taking away a subcomponent of the
content of the original box. Analogously to the case of join, the actual instance of split depends on the user-defined
computable function fsplit which may serve distinct modelling purposes.
The rules redex and struct are meant, respectively, to interpret the reduction of a parallel subcomponent as a
reduction of the global process, and to infer a reduction after a proper structural shuffling of the process at hand.
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To provide an example of application of the join axiom, take the following instance of fjoin where σid stays for the
identity substitution and ⊥ for undefinedness.
λB1B2P1P2. (B1 = β(x, )B∗1 and B2 = β(y, )B∗2 and comp(,))
then (B1, σid , {x/y})
else ⊥
Assuming such a definition, and supposing that comp(,) holds true, we report below the evolution of process
β(x, ) [ x(w). P ] ‖ β(y, ) [ νz yz.Q ] which shows a sort of scope extrusion that can be achieved in Beta-
binders by first joining boxes together.
β(x, ) [ x(w). P ] ‖ β(y, ) [ νz yz.Q ] −→ (join)
β(x, ) [ x(w). P | νz xz.Q ] −→ (struct, intra)
β(x, ) [ νz (P {z/w} | Q) ]
As for the definitions of fjoin and fsplit , we just required them to be computable. We now observe that it could also
be worthwhile to set the following requirements:
• if fjoin is defined in both (B1,B2, P1, P2) and (B2,B1, P2, P1)
then fjoin(B1,B2, P1, P2) = fjoin(B2,B1, P2, P1);
• if fsplit is defined in both (B, P1, P2) and (B, P2, P1)
then fsplit (B, P1, P2) = fsplit (B, P2, P1).
Indeed, because of the interplay of the struct rule with either the join or the split axiom, if the above requirements
are not met, processes can non-deterministically evolve into distinct (and perhaps not expected) derivatives. To show
this point, consider the process
B = β(x, ) [ x(y). nil ] ‖ β(x, ) [ nil ] (1)
and suppose that the actual instance of fjoin is defined by case analysis on the structure of the argument pi-processes
as it is partially reported below
λB1B2P1P2. case (P1, P2) in
(x(y). P ,nil) then (B1, σid , σid)
(nil, x(y). P ) then (B2, σid , {w/x})
. . . . . .
end_case
Then process B in (1) is such that
B −→ β(x, ) [ x(y). nil | nil ] = B ′
by a join reduction. By the commutativity of the parallel operator, however, the join axiom can also be applied after
swapping the two components of B. Since the assumed definition of fjoin is sensitive to the relative positions of its
arguments, this leads to a derivative of B different from B ′. Indeed, by applying the struct rule, we get:
B ≡ β(x, ) [ nil ] ‖ β(x, ) [ x(y). nil ] −→ β(x, ) [ nil | w(y). nil ]
B −→ β(x, ) [ nil | w(y). nil ] = B ′′
with B ′′ substantially different from B ′ given that it cannot possibly inter-communicate with its environment.
We conclude this section by observing that the operational semantics in Table 2 preserves well-formedness of
processes.
Proposition 1. If B is well-formed and B −→ B ′ then B ′ is well-formed.
The proof of the statement is by induction on the inference of B −→ B ′. Each operational rule is considered in turn
as the last rule applied in the inference. For the base step of the induction we just have to consider those axioms that
can change the structure of the interface of the derivative process w.r.t. the interface of B. For all of the other axioms
the thesis directly comes from the hypothesis that B is well-formed. The relevant axioms then are: expose, join,
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and split. Axiom expose guarantees the well-formedness of the derivative process by requiring the newly exposed
interface be fresh w.r.t. the subjects of the interface of B. As for join and split, the well-formedness condition is ensured
by Definition 2.5. For the inductive step of the proof we consider both the redex and the struct rule. In the case of
redex the thesis comes from the inductive hypothesis. To show that well-formedness is preserved by the struct rule
we appeal to both the inductive hypothesis and the fact that well-formedness is preserved by the congruence relation
defined in Table 1. Indeed there is one single congruence law that can drive the renaming of the subject of a binder,
but the law itself can be applied only under the proviso that well-formedness is preserved. Hence B1 is well-formed
by the well-formedness of B. From this, the inductive hypothesis, and the congruence of B2 and B ′, the thesis that B ′
is well-formed comes.
3. Biological scenario: the immune system
In this section we show how Beta-binders can be applied to model a simple biological scenario taken from the
immune system. To do that, we first recall a few notions about the immune system, and about the shape space theory.
Our immune system is a complex structure that saves us from infection [11]. The rich chemical environment at our
body invites foreign organisms to invade it and to make use of its resources. Indeed, all multicellular organisms need
to defend themselves from this invaders, called pathogens.
Invertebrates use simple defence strategies. They depend on a group of proteins and phagocytic cell, that recognise
particular types of molecules that are common to many pathogens but are absent from the host. This kind of reaction,
called innate immune response, is not specific to a particular pathogen and springs into action immediately after
an infection begins. Besides the innate response, vertebrates show a more sophisticated defence mechanism, called
adaptive immune response. Adaptive responses are highly specific to the particular pathogen that induced them. The
innate and the adaptive immune systems work together to eliminate pathogens. Innate responses are activated directly
by pathogens and defend the organism at the beginning of an infection. Then pathogens, together with the innate
responses they activate, stimulate the adaptive immune response.
White blood cells, called lymphocytes, are responsible for adaptive immune responses. Fig. 2 presents a sketch
of the two main classes of such responses: cell-mediated responses and antibody responses. Cell-mediated responses
depend on T cells. These cells provide specialised functions: for instance, cytotoxic T cells directly kill cells that have
been infected by a virus to block the diffusion of the infection. Antibody responses depend on B cells. When a B
cell detects a pathogen it secretes specialised proteins, called antibodies. Antibodies circulate in the bloodstream and
migrate to the site of infection, where they bind exactly the foreign pathogen that stimulated their production. When
antibodies bind a virus, they inhibit the virus ability to bind the receptors of the host cells. Also, they mark invading
pathogens for destruction by phagocytic cells. Fig. 3 shows a sketch of this mechanism.
A typical mammal contains 107–108 different antibody types, each with its unique chemical composition. Each
antibody has a specialised site, called paratope, used for the identification of other molecules. A paratope has a
defined shape that completely characterises the molecules it can interact with. An epitope is a patch on a pathogen
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which presents a certain relief or pattern that can be recognised, with various degrees of precision, by complementary
paratopes located on antibodies. The set of all paratopes can be thought as a large collection of keys, and the set of
all possible epitopes as a large collection of locks. To survive, an organism has to be able to open any kind of lock.
Unfortunately, the number of possible molecular shapes of locks is so large that there is not enough DNA in a cell to
store the information relative to the corresponding keys. As often in nature, the solution is simple and elegant. The
DNA contains a large number of blocks, which can be combined in different ways to make a large number of “master
keys”. Then a key opens more than one single lock, and, dually, each lock can be opened by different keys.
A further issue is that some antibodies can recognise and destroy the tissue of the organism they reside in. This can
lead to autoimmune diseases, and, in order to prevent it, the immune system has to be able to perform a sort of regulation
which essentially consists in eliminating those antibodies that react with the molecules of the host organism. Following
a theory due to Jerne [12], regulation is itself carried on by antibodies. Indeed, self-destructive antibodies have epitopes
that can be recognised by other antibodies. This causes to the suppression of the self-destructive antibodies.
3.1. Shape-driven types
The shape spaces theory [8] is a mathematical model for representing the interactions among components of the
immune system. The underlying intuition is simple and powerful. Interaction capability depends on the structural and
chemical complementarity of particular portions of proteins, called motifs. Motifs generalise epitopes and paratopes.
The basic idea of the shape spaces theory is to describe motifs by specifying N parameters like, e.g., their three
dimensional shape, and the physical characteristics of the amino acids they are made of. These parameters define
an N -dimensional vector space, say S, that is called shape space. A point in S represents the shape of a motif. A
complementarity function C : S → S maps motif shapes to their complements. Defining a metric on S, the distance
between two points is a measure of the interaction capability of pair of motifs.
This abstract model opens up new ways for representing interactions among biological components. In this paper
we focus on a particular instance of the shape spaces model that is well-suited for a concrete implementation in a
process calculus: the Hamming space model [13].
Hamming spaces rely on strings and string matching rules to represent affinity between motifs. Each motif is
associated with a string of symbols. Different symbols may abstract different values of the properties of a motif, as,
e.g., hydrophobicity or charge. The interaction between motifs is computed relying on strings matching rules. Quite
a bit of distinct rules have been proposed in the literature. Examples are the Hamming distance and the Manhattan
distance. The first one is given by the number of positions in which two strings differ, while the Manhattan distance
between two strings is the sum of the distances between their digits [13].
Beta-binders offers a natural ground for modelling the shape spaces theory. The definition of interaction types and
of type compatibility can be specialised so to capture the intuition behind Hamming spaces and string matching rules.
In particular, as it is shown below by a simple example, Beta-binders types can be seen as strings of names, and
compatibility of types can be interpreted as a constraint on the distance between pairs of strings.
Types are words in the language I generated by the regular expression (p|e|m)(0|1)+. The first symbol of the string
encodes the class of the binder associated with the type: p stays for paratope, e for epitope, and m for marking. The rest
of the string, that actually represents the shape of the binder, is made up of 0s and 1s. The complementarity function
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C : I → I behaves as the identity on the elements of {p, e,m} and maps 0s to 1s and 1s to 0s. Letting H(_ , _) denote
the Hamming distance, a possible instance of the compatibility predicate of Definition 2.1 is:
comp(x, y) : if i =|  |=|  | and , ∈ {0, 1}i and H(, C()) < 3
then true else false
where |  | is the length of the string .
Under the above assumptions, antibodies and viruses can be represented as follows:
A
x : p1 y : e2 zh : m
(AntiB)
V
k : e
(Virus)
Box AntiB represents an antibody with paratope β(x, p1), epitope β(y, e2), and marker βh(z, m). The marker
remains hidden until an epitope is recognised. A simple virus is modelled by box Virus with its epitope β(k, e). In
this example we do not specify the internal pi-processes A and V because to capture the basic of Jerne theory [12] it
suffices to work only at level of interfaces.
An instance of fjoin function representing possible binding between paratopes and epitopes is
λB1B2P1P2. if (B1 = β(x, p) βh(y, m′)B∗1 and B2 = β(z, e′′)B∗2
and comp(p, e′′))
then (βh(x, p) β(y, m′)B∗1 βh(z, e′′)B∗2, σid , σid)
else ⊥
The above definition states that a join can be performed if a box with paratope p and marker m′ meets a box
with epitope e′′, and p is compatible with e′′. The function returns a box where paratope and epitope are hidden
and the marker is available for phagocytic cells. Consider boxes AntiB and Virus defined above, and suppose 1 =
00110010 and  = 10001111. The Hamming distance H(1, ) is 2 and therefore comp(p1, e) = true. A join
is enabled between AntiB and Virus leading to the following transition
AntiB ‖ Virus −→ βh(x, p1) β(y, e2) β(z, m) βh(k, e) [ A | V ] .
A rich variety of situations can be simulated starting from the above specification and just using different instances
of values for the relevant site types. For example, considering two instance of AntiB, AntiB1 and AntiB2, where the
paratope of AntiB1 recognises (i.e., is compatible with) the epitope of AntiB2, the model captures the principle of
antibodies regulation. This amounts to test a family of antibodies repertoires. We refer the interested reader to [14,15]
for further details about simulation techniques for Beta-binders.
4. Computer science scenario: web services
In this section we comment on the applicability of the typed interactions of Beta-binders to a simple case study
inspired to the realm of web services [16].
A web service is an Internet service that uses a standardised XML messaging system, and it is independent of any
operating system or programming language. A web service should be self-describing: each service should have a public
interface that allows, at least, the integration with other web services. Usually the interface is written in a common
XML grammar, and describes public methods and method arguments. A web service should be discoverable: there
should be simple mechanisms for advertising new services, finding existing ones, and locating their public interfaces.
The exponential growth of the Web community and the consequent increasing of the complexity of communications
makes it essential to be able to describe communications in some standardised and structured way. For instance,
WSDL [17] is an XML grammar for describing network services as collections of communicating entities that exchange
messages. A WSDL document defines services as collections of network ports. WSDL relies on abstract definitions for
improving re-usability: messages are descriptions of the data exchanged, and port types are sets of abstract operations.
In this way a collection of ports defines a service.
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Fig. 4. Travel Agency WSDL Static Interface.
Fig. 4 reports an example of a WSDL description taken from [18]. In particular, Fig. 4 shows a fragment of the
interface of a Travel Agency (TA for short). First a complex type defines a Traveller as a name and a travellerID.
Then a tripOrderRequest message is defined. It is composed of a traveller and a trip. Finally the construct
portType defines two operations: OrderTrip and SendStatement. The first operation is made of an input message
for ordering a trip, tripOrderRequest, and an output message for confirming the order tripOrderAck. The operation
SendStatement is associated with the output message statement.
The WSDL < portType > construct gives static information about the atomic operations that TA can perform. It
is clear however that some important information are missing. For example: in which relative order should OrderTrip
and SendStatement take place? Or also: how can TA associate the received statement with a previously submitted
trip request?
The description of the flow of messages exchanged by web services can be carried over using WSCI, an XML-based
language built on top of WSDL. WSCI describes web service choreography at two levels:
• The < interface > construct, that refines the WSDL < portType >, permits the expression of the externally
observable behaviour of a web service in terms of choreographed activities. Complex activities are built upon atomic
activities or actions. Actions may be sequentialised, let run in parallel, repeated many times, and so on. Consider for
instance the WSCI description in Fig. 5. It provides important information on top of the WSDL definition of Fig. 4.
The process PlanAndBookTrip describes the wanted behaviour of TA in the context of a travel reservation. First,
TA must be involved in a ReceiveTripOrder action. Then the booking can be completed by a SendStatement
action.
• The < model > construct allows to compose two or more < interface > definitions into a global model. The
model specifies both the links among different interfaces and the flow of the exchanged messages. This provides a
global view of the overall process. Fig. 6 sketches an example of WSCI global model for a simple travel ticketing sys-
tem. The system is composed of two web services: the TravelAgent defined above and a hypothetical Traveller
with a TravellerToTA port. The model specifies that the OrderTrip operation over the TAtoTraveller port is
connected to the RequestTrip operation over the TravellerToTA port. Even if the example is extremely simple,
it makes clear that WSCI offers tools for orchestrating the choreography of the composed system.
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Fig. 5. Travel Agency WSCI Interface.
Fig. 6. Travel Agency WSCI Global model.
As the above example shows, WSCI specifications are defined by applying a few basic operators to a set of
elementary actions. This resembles process calculi design principles. Some researchers built on this observation and
suggested to interpret web services specifications as terms of process calculi. For instance, some works, e.g. [19,20],
are based on CCS [21]. Other works extend the π -calculus [9,10] with process mobility and with operations for data
interaction, so getting a quite rich and flexible model, e.g. [22,23]. Moreover, new calculi are proposed to capture
specific features of web services systems, e.g. [24,25,26]. The common final goal of each of the above investigations is
to provide a sound mathematical ground to web services definitions as well as to improve the reliability of web services
using the analysis tools developed for process calculi (some valuable examples can be found in [27]). For instance,
Brogi et al. [19] rely on a CCS encoding of WSDL/WSCI specifications to reason about web services behaviour.
In particular, they introduce a notion of compatibility: a software system made of interacting processes is said to be
compatible when it terminates without requiring any interaction with the environment. Meredith et al. [28] observe
that in a Turing-complete language this notion of compatibility could not be decided. They propose to extend process
calculi specification of web services with type systems [29,30] to check compatibility between services. The first
approach provides a dynamic notion of compatibility, while the second approach proposes a static view. Interestingly,
these notions of compatibility are orthogonal to that presented in Definition 2.1, showing the flexibility of process
calculi.
4.1. XML-driven types
WSDL and WSCI are based on XML grammars and hence it is possible to obtain for them a flexible analysis
environment by appealing to techniques coming from the theory of compilers [31].
To define suitable types for Beta-binders interfaces, we rely on parse trees for terms generated by context-free gram-
mars for syntax analysis. As an example, Fig. 7 partially reports an untagged WSCI grammar for the < interface >
tag defined in Fig. 5. A convenient representation for a string in the language is given by its associated parse tree,
whose features are briefly recalled below.
Given a context-free grammar, a parse tree is a tree where:
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Fig. 7. Partial grammar for the untagged version of WSCI.
• the root is labelled by the initial symbol of the grammar;
• any leaf is labelled by a token;
• any internal node is labelled by a nonterminal and corresponds to the left-side of a production of the grammar;
• the children of any internal node correspond to the right-side of a production of the grammar.
A parse tree shows in detail how a particular term of a language is derived starting from the initial symbol of the
associated grammar. E.g., based on the grammar in Fig. 7, Fig. 8a shows a relevant portion of the parse tree for the
Travel Agency WSCI Interface in Fig. 5. Moreover, it is possible to give a compact textual representation of parse
trees. For instance, adopting the OCAML syntax [32], the following type declaration can be used to define n-ary trees
with elements of variable type ’a at their nodes:
type ’a ntree = Ntr of ’a * ’a ntree list.
The declaration specifies that an ’a n-ary tree is a pair consisting of a node of type ’a and a list of ’a n-ary trees (the
children of the first component of the pair). With this representation in mind, the parse tree in Fig. 8a would correspond
to a string ntree and its definition would have the following form:
Ntr ("interfaceDef",
[ Ntr ("interface", []);
Ntr ("name", [ Ntr ("TravelAgent", [])]);
....
]
)
where the round and the square parentheses are, respectively, the OCAML pair and the list constructors.
Many XML parsers are already available, and the textual representation of parse trees offers a natural way of
integrating XML-like specifications into Beta-binders. In detail, the types of Beta-binders interaction sites can be taken
to be (representations of) parse trees and the appropriate definition of type compatibility can capture a wide range of
interactions, included those modelled by WSDL and WSCI specifications.
To see this from close, we focus on the above example of the Travel Agency. First observe that WSDL/WSCI
specifications provide information at three distinct levels.
(1) The WSDL portType (Fig. 4) abstractly specifies how operations should be implemented. For instance,
OrderTrip consists of two sub-activities: the input tripOrderRequest and the output tripOrderAck.
(2) The WSCI interface (Fig. 5) defines the operations that a given interface can be involved in (e.g.,
TAtoTraveller/OrderTrip), namely its interaction capabilities.
(3) The WSCI model (Fig. 6) defines the connections between interfaces. It declares, e.g., that the interface
TAtoTraveller/OrderTrip can interact with TravellerToTA/RequestTrip.
For the encoding of the Travel Agency description in Beta-binders, we let the above three levels drive, respectively:
(1) the specification of the pi-process internal to the box;
(2) the definition (through the corresponding parse tree) of the type of the interaction site of the box;
(3) the compatibility relation of interaction types.
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Fig. 8. Example of parse tree.
Although the complete WSDL/WSCI specification of the Traveller has not been given in this paper, to explain how
compatibility of XML-driven types can be inferred, a portion of the parse tree for the Traveller WSCI Interface is
reported in Fig. 8b. Suppose that the two Beta-binders types WSCI-TA and WSCI-Tr textually encode the parse trees in
Fig. 8. Then the compatibility of these types depends on whether the two types refer to interfaces (TravelAgent and
Traveller) and tooperations (TAtoTraveller/OrderTrip and TravellerToTA/RequestTrip) which are actually connected
by the WSCI global model of Fig. 6.
The complete Beta-binders specification of the Travel Agency web service is given below
B_TA = x(y). xack. xstm
x : WSCI-TA
As said, the type WSCI-TA encodes the parse tree for the Travel Agency WSCI interface, while the definition of the
enclosed π -process is driven by the WSDL specification of OrderTrip and of SendStatement. First, the internal
process receives an order request, then it sends an acknowledge, and latest a statement relative to the received request
is transmitted.
Accordingly, the Beta-binders specification of a hypothetical traveller is
B_T r = ytravel. y(z). y(response)
y : WSCI-Tr
and the system composed of B_TA ‖ B_T r could inter-communicate due to the chosen notion of type compatibility.
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Despite of the simplicity of the model, some interesting features emerge from it. Usually, process calculi interpret
channel names as a service provided by the web service. Although this abstraction mechanism enables useful formal
reasoning, it mixes up two ingredients:“what” a service can provide, and “how” a service is implemented. Indeed,
business value of software engineering lies in the separation of these concepts [28]. We observe that WSDL/WSCI
specifications offer a clear representation of “what”, forgetting about implementation, i.e. “how”. Beta-binders adds
an abstract notion of “how” a service is implemented, but keeps a clear separation between “what” (typed binders
and compatibility relation) and “how” (internal pi-process). A first application of this design principle is a fast
prototypisation meta-language: the development of real dimension software requires a huge amount of work and
it is crucial to be able to verify partial specifications as soon as possible. Therefore it is possible to study the business
structure of a service whitout considering details about the underlying network structure or the protocols employed
(e.g., HTTP vs. BEEP). Operatively, a WSCI/WSDL specification can be verified by first translating it (by hand or
automatically) into a Beta-binders process and then performing suitable simulation and analysis. For instance, the
quantitative extension of Beta-binders may be helpful in the context of service-level agreements (SLAs). Software
designers wish to answer questions of the form:
“Will at least 99% of all requests received by the Travel Agency receive a response within 30 seconds?”
Formal modelling allows to pose precise questions about the system to be modelled and to answer them relying
on efficient tools (e.g. [33,34]). Moreover, in the case of undecidability, simulation tools allows to estimate systems
behaviour at an early development phase. In this respect, although web services are quite far from biology, the application
of Beta-binders to this kind of services is similar to that commented on when giving a process calculus specification
of the example inspired by the immune system.
5. Conclusions and perspectives
In this paper we focused on the applicability of a specific interpretation of communication which relies on a notion
of compatibility to be instantiated depending on the specification needs. Here we investigated two main scenarios: one
from biology, and the other from the area of web services. In the first case, compatibility reflected the structural and
the chemical complementarity of molecules. In the second case, compatibility was based on XML grammars and parse
trees.
We plan to further apply Beta-binders in the specification of more complex case studies taken from both the immune
system and web services applications. We believe, however, that even the simple examples presented in this paper show
that the considered communication mechanism, which was originally inspired by biological considerations, can be
useful in modelling scenarios that do not share much with biology.
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